A Barn in the Barossa
Formerly the home of artist Jacqueline Coates and her
family, Jacqueline now offers the double storey spacious 2
bedroom stone barn she renovated from scratch with the
help of architect brother Nigel Coates, as self contained
accommodation.
Kapunda is one hour from Adelaide Airport and fifteen
minutes into the heart of the Barossa.
The Barn is located on the edge of
the Kapunda township. Weekend
stays and longer are available.
The bedrooms are upstairs in the
former loft where hay was once
stored. They each feature views
across an abundant garden. Being a
former artist residence, the walls
are hung with original art works
which are both from Jacqueline’s
private collection and from her
current range as well as from her
Salon Rouge Gallery artists.
A fireplace warms the entire space.
Sink into the sofas with a book.
Or arrange a painting lesson.
A fully equipped spacious kitchen
ideal for cooking with friends invites
you to prepare the local produce
and match with Barossa wines.
The Barn is perfectly situated to enjoy the peace and
rolling hills yet within a short drive of the wineries of
both the Barossa and Clare Valleys. A few minutes
walk takes you into the historic township of Kapunda
with antique and coffee shops, an excellent museum,
a comprehensive tourist information centre and
general shopping facilities.

Jacqueline’s Salon
Rouge Gallery is open
most days whilst the
visitors centre hosts
the Kapunda
Community art
gallery.
An artist trail map is
available featuring
five local artists with
distinctive work and
studios you can visit
in the area.
The Barn sleeps up to
6 people, is fully self
contained and
provided with linen
and towels, and a
breakfast hamper.
Firewood and kindling
is supplied.
It is also available for
special occasions hire.

Contact Jacqueline Coates
mob: 0412 587 438 for bookings or enquiries.
www.jacquelinecoates.com
www.salonrougegallery.com
www.facebook.com/JacquelineCoatesArtist

